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they took men in exchange for really useful, but perishable supports of life. That was his property that couldn't be removed from him wherever he solved it. But if the grass of its fence rots on the ground, or the fruit of its plantation died without collecting and lying, this part of the earth, despite its fence, had yet to be considered wasted and could be
possession of any other. So that, in fact, he never stayed less for others because of his fence for himself: Because he who leaves as much as another can use, doesn't do anything. 42. He had to look, that he used them before they spoiled, or he took more than his part, and robbed others. I think it will only be a very modest calculation to say, that of the
products of the Earth useful to the life of man, nine tenths are the effects of work: In fact, if we will rightly estimate things as they come to our use, and create the different expenses on them, what in them is purely due to nature and to what to work, we will find, that in most of them ninety-nine cents must be entirely considered the work. And in fact,
it was foolish, besides dishonest, to accumulate more than it could exploit. 29. And therefore he who encloses the earth, and has a lot of comfort of life from ten acres, of what could have left a hundred to nature, can really say that they give ninety acres to humanity: for his work now supply He with ten acres provisions, which were only the one
hundred product lay in common. 41. xiii. To which let me add that who appropriates to land to himself from his work, does not decrease, but increases the ordinary actions of humanity: for the provisionsthey serve to support human life, produced by a one of land closed and cultivated, are (to speak very much within the compass) ten times more than
those that are made by a land acro of an equal wealth that lies waste in common. He gave the land to the children of men; given to humanity in common. So that God, commanding to submit, has given authority until now appropriate: and the condition of human life, which requires work and materials to work, necessarily introduces private goods. He
who, in obedience to this command of God, subtracted, subtracted and sown any part of it, annexed him so something that was his property, that another had no title, nor could he without prejudice take from him. It would be a strange catalog of things, that industry has provided and made use of, on every bread, before it came to our use, if we could
track them down; iron, wood, leather, bark, wood, stone, bricks, coals, lime, cloth, dying drugs, pitch, tarpaulin, trees, ropes, and all the materials used in the ship, which has brought any of the working products almost for a long time. So, when did they start being his? The Originals: Classical readings in Western Philosophy, 2019. But this
assumption, it seems a great difficulty, as anyone should ever come to have a property in anything: I do not congratulate to answer, that if it is difficult to do the property, on a assumption that God gave the world to Adam, and his posterity in common, it is impossible that any man, but a universal monarch, has property on a assumption, that God gave
the world to Adam, and his heirs in succession, exclusive of all the rest of his posterity. Law and convenience have gone together; for as a man had the right to all that could employ his work, so he had no temptation to work for more than he could make use of. 39, 25. God gaveto men in common; But given that he gave them for their benefit, and the
most great life conveniences that were capable of drawing from it, it could not be supposed that it meant that it should always remain common and glently. The work of his body, and the work of his hands, we can say, is precisely him. It is the voice of reason confirmed by inspiration. When did he digest? And like several degrees of industry they were
suitable for giving men in different proportions, so this invention of money gave them the opportunity to continue and enlarge them: to replace an island, separated from all possible trade with the rest of the world, where there were only a hundred families, but there were sheep, horses and cows, with other useful animals, abundant fruits, and soil
enough for a hundred times like many, but nothing in the measure of the nature of property is well set by the measure of the work of men and the comfort of life: no one could submit, or appropriate everything; neither the enjoyment of him could consume more than a small part; so that it was impossible for any man, in this way, to get back on the
right of another, or to acquire a proprietary one, to the prejudice of his neighbor, who would still have space for the good, and how other great possession is been taken. 28. But this is as it will be, that I have no stress; This I would dare with courage with courage, that the same rule of the property, (viz.) That every man should have so much of which
he can use, would still remain in the world, without removing any body; since there is land In the world it is enough to double the inhabitants, it did not have the invention of money, and the tacit agreement of men to put a value on it, introduced (with consent) great possessions, and a right to them; who, as he did, do it to and from the means of more
generally. CXV. Furthermore, the rest, after this envelope, would not be good for the rest of the communists, as everything was when everyone could make use of everything; While at the beginning and first peeking at the great municipality in the world, it was quite otherwise. Locke, John. God gave us all things richly, 1 TIM. Reading was taken from
the following work. The same measures also ruled the possession of land: whatever had enrolled and enrolled, had settled and used, before it was ruined, which was the particular right of him; Whatever was enclosed, he could feed himself, and make use of, the cattle and the product was also of him. No body might think that he injures himself from
the drinking of another man, even if he took a good fishing, who had an entire river of the same water left him come on: and the case of land and water, where there is enough Of both, it is perfectly the same. And the assumption of this or that part does not depend on the express consensus of all the communists. 47. 44. 32. He, for his work, closes
him from the Municipality. To return to the topic in hand, 43. Neither was this allocation of any part of the earth, improving it, any prejudice to any other man, since there was still enough, and as good left; It is more that the anchor united could use. Find out something that has the use and value of money between him, you will see that the same man
currently begins to broaden his possessions. Now of those good things that nature has provided in common, everyone had the right (as it was said) as far as he could use, and the property in all that he could otats otats ollad eraretla rep ,a isrednetse avetop airtsudni aus al ehc ²Ãic ottut ;oroval ous li noc He had put it in it, he was his. From everything
there is evident, that although the things of nature are given in common, yet man, being master of himself, owner of his person, and the actions or the work of it, still had in the way great foundation of the property; And that, which constituted most of it that applied to the support or comfort of being of him, when the invention and the arts had
improved the comfort of life, was perfectly from him, and did not belong to others. England cannot be a more clear demonstration of anything, that different Americans' nations are of this, which are rich in earth, and poor in all the comforts of life; that nature has provided as liberal like any other people, with abundance materials, that is, a fertile soil,
suitable for producing in abundance, what could serve for food, Raiment, and delight; But to wish to improve from work, not a part of God and the reason for him have ordered him to submit the earth, that is, to improve it for the benefit of life, and in this way to apply something about it that was the of him, the work of him. "On the property and the
formation of societies". Online Book. Even if the water flowing in the fountain is of everyone, but who can doubt, but who is his only one who pulled him out in the pitcher? â € œlasulla owns and the formation of companies .â € Online Book. It would not be worth enclosing, and we should see him give up again to the common wild of nature, whatever it
was more that would provide the comfort of life to be there and his family. It is work then that it puts most of the value on earth, without which it would be little worth anything: this is that we owe most of its useful products; For everything, there that straw, bran, bread, of that grain of wheat, applies more than enrac id ozzep omitto nu erelav
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the prejudice of others, where the same abundance was still left to those who would use the same sector. And therefore, I think, it is very easy to conceive, without any difficulty, how Laborists could initially start a title of property in the common things of nature and how the expenditure on our uses has limited it. And the same measure can still be
allowed without prejudice to any body, however the world seems the world: to suppose a man or a family, in the state they were initially popular of the world by the children of Adam, or not; Leave it to plant in some internal and vacant places of America, we will discover that the assets that could make itself, on the measures we have given, would not
be very large, nor to date, to prejudice the rest of the humanity, or from their reason To complain or think about it from the invasion of this man, although the breed of men has spread in all corners of the world and infinitely exceeds the small number was at the beginning. And even if all fruits naturally produces and the beasts that nourish belong to
the common humanity, since they are produced by the spontaneous hand of nature; And no body originally has a private domain, exclusive from the rest of the humanit, in none of them, as they are so naturally: but being given for the use of men, there must be a means of appropriateing some way or other, before they can be of any use or beneficial
for any particular man. Although anyone can exploit any advantage of life before they ruin, so much so much with him to fix a property: whatever he is beyond this, it is more than him and belongs to others. Or when is boiled? They separated and enlarged their pasture, where they liked the best. 49. 50. It is true, on earth that common in England, or
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fantasy or agreement has put the value on, more than real use, and the necessary support of life. Where it is clear, that at least a large part of the earth resided in common; that the inhabitants did not appreciate it, nor did they claim properly of what they used. 31. The same law of nature, which gives us through this, also binds us that property. And
so, without supposing any private domain, and proprietary in Adam, all over the world, exclusive of all other men, who cannot be tried, nor any proprietary proper to be done by it; But by assuming the world given, as it was, to the children of men in common, we see how the work could make distinct titles to different parcels of it, for their private
uses; Where there could be no doubt of law, without a doubt. If he gave away a part of any other body, so that Perisse did not go out in possession of him, he also made use of. Men, at first, for the most part, have satisfied themselves with the uncontaminated nature offered to their needs: and even if later, in some parts of the world, (where the
increase in people and actions , with the use of money, he had made land scarce, and so of a certain value) the different communities established the limits of their distinct territories, and by laws within they regulated the owners of the men deprived of their society, and so compact having joined with the rest of mankind, in the consent of the use of
their common money) lie waste, and are more than the people who dwell on it do, or can make use of, and so still lie in common; tho' this can scarce happen among that part of mankind that have consented to the use of money. God, who hath given the world to men in common, hath also given them reason to make use of it to the best advantage of
life, and convenience. His labor hath taken it out of the hands of nature, where it was common, and belonged equally to all her children, and hath thereby appropriated it to himself. God commanded, and his wants forced him to labor. This left no room for controversy about the title, nor for encroachment on the right of others; what portion a man
carved to himself, was easily seen; and it was useless, as well as dishonest, to carve himself too much, or take more than he needed. This partage of things in an inequality of private possessions, men have made practicable out of the bounds of society, and without compact, only by putting a value on gold and silver, and tacitly agreeing in the use of
money: for in governments, the laws regulate the right of property, and the possession of land is determined by positive constitutions. We see in commons, which remain so by compact, that it is the taking any part of what is common, and removing it out of the state nature leaves it in, which begins the property; without which the common is of no use.
Thus in the beginning all the world was America, and more so than that is now; for no such thing as money was any where known. Thus labor, in the beginning, gave a right of property, wherever any one was pleased to employ it upon what was common, which remained a long while the far greater part, and is yet more than mankind makes use of.
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his neighbor, because he had no right, further than his use required for any of them, andIt could be used to allow him comfortable lifestyle. And if he too kicked the plums, which would have been rotten in a week, for the walnuts that would last well for his eating a whole year, he did not do any damage; He did not waste the common stock; He did not
destroy any part of the portion of goods that belonged to others, until nothing died in the hands of him. An acro of earth, which brings twenty cuspers of wheat here, and another in America, which, with the same breeding, would do similar, are, without doubt, of the same natural intrinsic value: but still the benefit that humanity receives from One in a
year, it is 5L. But, on the contrary, the inhabitants think they are seeing each other, who, for the industry of him on neglected soils, and consequently waste, has increased the stock of wheat, they wanted. That gave the title to the other. other.
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